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REV. SHAWN’S OTHERWORLDLY JOURNEY TO IRELAND TOUR
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Day 1
May 3, 2021

Reverend Shawn and the Guides of Mysterious Adventures Tours will greet and meet you at
the Dublin Airport in the morning. From here, we will take a trip to Newgrange Underground
Passage Tomb. On the way to North West Ireland, we will stop to visit the Belvedere House.
We will then end up in the beautiful town of Sligo where we will stay at Cawleys Hotel (a small
family run rural hotel) for five nights.

Day 2
May 4, 2021

Today we visit a magnificent megalithic site called Carrowmore in Sligo. If weather permits, we
will visit Queen Maeve’s Tomb on the top of Knock Na Rea Mountain. Later we head out to
two beaches. We end the night to the burial place of the parents of Bram Stoker, author of
Dracula.

Day 3
May 5, 2021

We will start the day with an excursion to visit a 12th Century Cistercian Abbey, called Boyle.
We follow over to Lough Key Forest Park, take a boat trip around the lake and view the 11th
Century McDermott Castle.

Day 4
May 6, 2021

Get ready for a breath-taking experience. Today we do the infamous Mullaghmore Coastal
Drive. We will cruise over to the highest cliff edge in Europe, Sliabh Liag. We then will go over
to the incredible Donegal Castle and explore its town.

Day 5
May 7, 2021

Today we take in the incredible Glencar Waterfall and a majestic ride along Lough Gill. We will
then tour the amazing 17th century fortified manor house, the Parkes Castle. We finish our day
at the Tobernalt Holy Well, often known as nature’s greatest gift to the people of Sligo.

Day 6
May 8, 2021

We leave Sligo in the morning and check into the Antholone Hotel. After we rest, we will go to
an incredible event, The Festival of Fire on Hill of Unisneach and finish a spectacular evening.

Day 7
May 9, 2021

Prepare yourself to spend the day in the most notoriously haunted castle in Ireland, Leap
Castle. The day will be filled with music, as the owner Sean Ryan, is a folk musician! Be ready
to experience the haunts of this notorious ancient 12th majestic property.

Day 8
May 10, 2021

On this day we will explore the bustling capitol of Ireland, Dublin. Its primeval buildings, pubs,
shops will earn us the opportunity to be pampered at the 5-Star 700 year old Fitzgerald Castle,
where we will spend the night as royalty!

Day 9
May 11, 2021

Today we bid farewell to a most unforgettable experience in a magical land. With hugs and
farewells from new friends, you will be escorted to Dublin Airport.

Reverend Shawn Whittington
Reverend Shawn Whittington, living in Las Vegas,
Nevada, is the founder of Ghost-B-Gone.bix, serving
as role of an Author, Spiritual Warfare Minister,
Ghost-Buster, and a Paranormal Investigator.
As a descendent from a long line of Spiritual
Warriors, Reverend Shawn P. Whittington shares
his background, knowledge, and most chilling and life-changing moments
as an author in his latest book, God, Ghosts and the Paranormal Ministry:
A Supernatural and Spiritual Autobiography.
Rev. Shawn, is a devout Catholic, Ordained and Trained in Registered
Exorcism as a Deliverance Minister. His ministry, as served by Ghost-BGone.biz, strives to go one step further than just ghost hunting. They
specialize in ridding unwanted spectral guests in clients' homes.

It has been Reverend Shawn's dream to go on a Spiritual Journey to visit
the Sacred and Most Haunted Places of Ireland. Be part of an incredible
experience sharing his experience, expertise and passion to the
mysterious places in Ireland for this carefully crafted spectral tour.
.

Cawley Hotel
Sligo, Ireland

Small Rural Hotel
Athlone, Ireland

Fitzgerald Castle
5-Star Dublin, Ireland

Newgrange
Underground
Passage Tombs
Older than Stonehenge, and the
Great Pyramid of Giza, the
Newgrange tombs in Ireland
holds as many mysteries as
each of those famous
structures.
Newgrange is best known for
the illumination of its passage
and chamber by the winter
solstice sun.

Belvedere House,
Gardens & Jealousy
Walls
Built in 1740, Jealousy and
revenge are the key themes
highlighted in this unusual
house which is reputed to be
extremely haunted.
On the premises is the
"Jealousy Wall" that was the
core of much disdain and
horrific deeds resulting from
sibling rivalry.
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Carrowmore
Megalithic Site
Composed of a large collection
of prehistoric monuments near
Sligo, Ireland, these were built
by voyaging farmers around
4,000 BC, during the Neolithic
era.
Its cemetery has been deemed
the largest and oldest in
Europe.

Queen Maeve’s
Tomb
Folklore says it was built for the
mythical Iron Age Queen
Maeve, whose father, the high
king of Ireland, gave her
Connacht as a gift.
Dating back to 3000 BC, it is
considered bad luck to remove
a stone from the cairn, and
good luck to take one up the hill
with you to deposit on it.
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Graves of Bram
Stoker’s Parents
The Cemetery in St. Johns
Cemetery is said to hold the
remains of (Dracula author's)
Bram Stoker's parents, Charlotte
and Abraham.
It is believed (and essentially
confirmed) that the Cholera
epidemic of 1938 was said to
have been the inspiration for
Bram Stoker’s epic novel.

Cistercian Boyle
Abbey
Built in 1134, this structure was a
former Cistercian Monastery,
gifted by Henry I of England.
There are a number of legends
and ghost stories relating to the
abbey, including "The White
Lady", thought to be Matilda of
England, daughter of Henry I,
imprisoned here for 5 years.
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Lough Key Forest Park
Cruise around
McDermott Castle
This magical place also has dark
secrets. Two skeletons had been
unearthed with large rocks
wedged into their mouths, due to
the belief that their spirits left
through their mouth. It is believe,
they were buried this way with
the hope of trapping the spirit in
the body, preventing them to
return to haunt the relatives.

Mullaghmore Coastal
Drive
We will pause from the
mysterious explorations to do a
jaw-dropping coastal journey in
Mullaghmore.
This is where your soul will be
captured by the Irish
Leprechauns!
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Sliabh Liag
Take in these breathtaking views,
for they are the highest cliffs in
Ireland!

Sir Walter Scott wrote about
these majestic landscapes.
“The midnight wind came wide
and dread, Swelled with the
voices of the dead; Far on the
future battle-heath His eye
beheld the ranks of death.”

Donegal Castle
Built by the O’Donnell chieftain in
the 15th century, beside the
River Eske, the Castle is furnished
throughout and includes Persian
rugs and French tapestries.
Information panels chronicles the
history of the Castle owners from
the O’Donnell chieftains to the
Brooke family.
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Glencar Waterfall
A verse of the poem "The Stolen
Child" describe the magic of
Ireland's tallest waterfall. It takes
the reader to an imaginative and
magical space above the waterfall
to meet mischievous fairies, tiny
pools and stars, weeping ferns,
trout and unquiet dreams. Here
expect the Fairies to seduce you
to come and stay with them.

Parkes Castle
This fortified manor house,
was erected in 1609 by Captain
Robert Parke, an English
settler.
It commands a splendid view
over the tranquil waters of
Lough Gill.
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Tobernalt Holy Well
Tobernalt, meaning “Cliff Well”, was
named after a nearby spring with
alleged curative powers. It was a
holy site in Celtic times and later
became a Christian Shrine.
Priests secretly came here to
celebrate Mass during the 18th
Century, when Catholic worship was
illegal.

Festival of Fire – Hill of
Uisneach
Many say, Uisneach is the most
mythological and sacred center of
Ireland, home to Ériu, the
sovereignty goddess, whom Ireland
is named. Saint Patrick visited
Uisneach. His place of worship is
now known as St. Patrick’s Bed.
During Bealtaine (May), a fire is lit
on Uisneach to celebrate the
coming of summer. Adjoining hills
join in for a spectral delight.
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Leap Castle
Fierce family feuds have plagued
this 15th-century castle. Brother
turned against brother; one killed
as he held Mass in the chapel.
Centuries later came a gruesome
discovery of a dungeon filled with
human bones, the remains of
those imprisoned and executed in
the castle. Several apparitions
have been reported. Among them
is “It,” a small grey human figure,
with a skeletal face.

Fitzpatrick Castle
The original house, Mount Mapas
was built in 1740 by Col. John
Mapas, although records show it
probably was much earliest.
Could the dark history and
tragedies that took over the
castle over the centuries bring
the phantoms out to tell their
secrets?
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⬧⬧⬧ THE COST ⬧⬧⬧
$1700 per person with Double Occupancy
$500 Supplement for Single Traveler
Deposit: $400.00
Interest Free Payment Plan is Available
Limited to 24 Travelers

⬧⬧⬧ PACKAGE INCLUDES ⬧⬧⬧
❖
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
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❖
❖
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❖
❖
❖
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Airport Transfers from Dublin Airport
Accommodations for 7-Nights in a rural, family-run inns in both Dublin, and Sligo, Ireland
Accommodations for 1-Night in a 5-Star Haunted Castle
Eight Breakfasts
Luxury Coach with Expert Drivers
Special Guest: Rev. Shawn Whittington, leading Paranormal Investigations & Spiritual Gatherings
Fees into all venues and activities listed on the final itinerary
Native and Expert Secret Ireland Tour Guide
Use of Paranormal Investigation tools (You may bring your own gear and protection tools)
Irish Musical entertainment during selected evenings
Farewell Dinner
Snacks and soft drinks on the bus
Information of each location’s information, history and haunted stories.
Our signature “Secret” whimsical surprise
24-Hour Emergency Customer Service while in Ireland
Castle Hotel Porterage of one suitcase per person
All taxes and charges associated with accommodation
Souvenir eBook when upon returning home

⬧⬧⬧ PACKAGE EXCLUSIONS ⬧⬧⬧
❖
❖

❖
❖

Round Trip Airfare
Evening Meals
Entry Fee’s into venues not on the final itinerary
Tips or Gratuities

⬧⬧⬧ FEATURED GUEST ⬧⬧⬧
Reverend Shawn P. Whittington’s BIO
Serving primarily an ordained Exorcism/Deliverance Minister, Rev. Shawn is also is a Ghost-Buster,
lecturer and teacher of Paranormal Studies at a Bible College and Theological Seminary. Shawn and
his wife, Sharon (who is an ordained Lutheran Minister and Intuitive) are both survivor of extreme
demonic attacks and together have over 40 years of in the field experience. They founded and
operate Ghost-B-Gone which is a Spiritual Warfare service based in Las Vegas, Nevada assisting with
paranormal problems of various types and severity.
Since 2016, Shawn is the host of Vergas Supernatural Radio Show, and most recently has offered
GOD, GHOSTS, AND THE PARANORMAL MINISTRY, a raw and truthful account of his experiences.
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Policies and Recommendations are offered for the purpose of assuring a safe, viable and quality tour package. There are limitations, obligations and
responsibilities that we must make as Tour Operators to assure a most incredible experience and the most affordable package price.
Please contact us at mysteriousadventurestours@gmail.com for more information, questions and/or clarification.
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Tours are expected to include walking (city and rural) among steep rough pathways, hills, steps, and historic mansions & castles with no/limited
handicap access accommodations. To enjoy this tour safely, you should be in good health and able to walk reasonable distances, often over
unpaved and uneven surfaces. Please be sure to bring apparel/footwear to accommodate for these circumstances.
Tours will occur during scheduled day/evening hours. Some areas are not well lit. Although flashlights will be available, you may wish to bring your
own equipment.
All packages and tours are subject to availability of venues, accommodations, tour leads, roads, and weather conditions at time of travel. We cannot
be held responsible for changes beyond our control. Extreme conditions may warrant for venues, dates, guides to be changed. We will not be able
to refund any deposits or payments towards the tour. This is why we encourage using Travel Insurance to protect you in these situations.
Luggage on motor coach is limited to one baggage piece and small carry-ons. Porterage is included for stays in larger Castle Hotels. They are not
available for smaller inns.
It is the responsibility of the traveler to arrive at a tour start meeting point as established in the specific trip itinerary. If there are meet-up issues, we
will attempt to be of assistance, but cannot take the obligation of the cost for your personalized transfers to/from the airport.
Package Prices are based on Double Occupancy. Each standard tour of 24 traveler capacities will be limited to three single travelers There is a
Supplementary Fee charged for single travelers. There is no discount for Triple rooms. Single/triple rooms are on request basis and subject to
availability. They may not be available at all properties.
Payment Policies:
• To secure a tour package, a deposit must be received.
o Deposits are not refundable.
o “Soft Reservations” (reservation without deposit) may be cancelled due to limited inventory and high demand. Advanced notification
will be given.
• Interest Free Payment Plans are offered, but must meet the following requirements. The deposit payment is counted towards to reach these
thresholds.
o Within 4 months (120 days) of Tour Start Date: 30% of complete tour package must be paid
o Within 3 months (90 days) of Tour Start Date: 60% of complete tour package must be paid.
o Within 2 months (60 days) of Tour Start Date: 100% of complete tour package must be paid.
Event Cancellation are considered upon meeting the following standards:
• Deposits are not refundable at any time, but do contribute to the following penalties:
• Within 94-60 days prior to Tour Start Date: 30% of complete tour package
• Within 61-31 days prior to Tour Start Date: 50% of complete tour package
• Within 30-0 days prior to Tour Start Date: 100% of complete tour package
Travel Insurance is highly recommended. If you use our sponsored service, Travelex Insurance Services, it will facilitate transactions since they are
aware of our trips and integrity of our work. Certainly, you may chose a vendor outside of this resource. If you choose to not purchase travel
insurance you will need to sign an “Exclusion Waiver”.
Gratuities and Service Charges: All local service charges are included on confirmed final itinerary items. Tips to your drive/chauffer/guides/special
guests are not included and are at your discretion.
Government issued Travel Documentation (Passport, VISAs, etc.) are the responsibility of the traveler and not of Mysterious Adventures Tours.
Failure to obtain these in a timely manner before travel start date, may lead to cancellation of trip with all fines to be paid by traveler.
Mysterious Adventures Tours, and its partners and associated ambassadors, have the right to refuse receiving a purchase agreement from any
person/persons that is/are deemed not appropriate or fitting for the tour and its guests.
If a traveler’s behavior during the tour becomes incompatible with the safety, comfort or convenience of the other travelers/hosts, the Mysterious
Adventures Tours has the exclusive right and discretion to expel from the tour at any time.
Smoking is not permitted in the hotel, its rooms, the buses, venues or other public spaces.
Please note that our tours may not be suitable for travelers under 18 years and may be included at the discretion of the parent/guardian and must
be accompanied by their parent/guardian.
Responsibility/Liability: Payment of the trip itinerary constitutes consent of all Legal policies and terms and conditions described here. Neither the
Operator nor any mentioned or unmentioned subagents/affiliates shall be held responsible for any personal injury, property damage or other loss a
passenger incurs on any tour arising from acts or omissions by any air carrier, public transport company, hotel, car rental company, subcontractor or
other person or organization, whether or not such company is rendering any services supplied on the tour.
All tickets and vouchers are issued and supplied subject to the foregoing and to any and all terms and conditions under which transportation and
services are provided.
The tour Operator accepts no responsibility for losses or expenses due to delay or changes in schedules, flight cancellations or misconnections due
to mechanical problems, sickness, quarantine, weather, acts of God, strikes, government actions, war, terrorism pandemic activity or other
circumstances beyond its control. Passengers must bear all such losses or expenses.
Any devaluation or revaluation of currencies may affect published prices
Although these policies and recommendation offer conventional guidelines, they are not complete. They will be further governed by the location,
hosts and current international conditions. Please refer to contracts & supplements that you will receive upon inquiry.
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Join…
REV SHAWN’S
OTHERWORLDLY JOURNEY TO

IRELAND

MAY 3RD – 11TH, 2021

